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“Howdy Rebels!”... as they say in
my new state of Tennessee,
Sometimes its hard to ﬁt in with life
outside costuming and Star Wars,
and as Ed mentioned in the last
Comlink, adjusting to the cockpit
can be a little tricky, especially with
the way things have been in the past year or so for many around
the world. So it’s with a heavy heart and a rebel yell that I ﬁnd
myself now adjusting the pilots’ seat in this particular cockpit…
As most of you know, Ed had to pull the emergency eject to take
care of some things outside the Legion. It takes a great man
to be able to be open and honest about it, and not just letting
everything slide or just disappearing – and in any flightbook,
Ed is a great man. I am happy to say that he isn’t stepping
completely off the flight line and will be trooping with us as an
ordinary member for a while. It’s a well deserved break, as
he’s served the Legion in one staff position or another a long
time now, so he deserves to prop his feet up a while! Love
ya, Cookie! (And thanks for letting me borrow your droid while
Starﬁghter Command ﬁnds my R6 unit they lost in the transfer.)

Bespin Base

04 Dead Man Walking
Why costume as the doomed? The RL’s Walking Dead
take to the air.

07 Being Tounched by Star Wars
How fans are everywhere! Even at your local
hardware store.

08 Diplomatic Missions
Event highlights from around the world. Detailed
articles, along with links to photos and videos,
can be found in the “Mission Reports” section at:
http://www.rebellegion.com/forum
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Meet the scroundals of Docking Bay 94.
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Gil “JediXXL” Guemes, Echo Base

Back Cover:
The saga continues in Backlash, authored
by LHM Aaron Allston.

Me stepping up, led to an open LXO position, and it took me
a while to ﬁnd someone for it. While it was a very tough
decision, I offered the position to Donna Keeley from
Sunrider Base in Southern California. A long-time Legion
member, she has great experience, and while she and I
do not always agree on things, we respect each other. So
thanks Donna for accepting and I look forward to our future
headbutting – for the good of the Legion!

Editors:

2010 is shaping up to be a very busy year for us and a proud
one at that. Celebration V is coming up in Orlando, Florida.
The RL name is going to space aboard the Glory Satellite and
Mars Rovers. Not to mention all our great events we do on a
yearly basis. With all this, PLUS the Empire Strikes Back 30th
Anniversary, it’s a great time for us, so be sure to get out there
and recruit!

Visit us at: www.rebellegion.com

Oh, and before I take off… I’d like to try something new with
all of you. I posted a “State of the Rebellion Address” in the
Rebel Brieﬁng section of the forums. I plan to use the thread
as a blog of sorts to keep you all in touch with my thoughts
and things going on within the Legion. I will also answer any
concerns and questions there which you are welcome to email
me at LCO@rebellegion.com . Now, on to another rocking
edition of Comlink!
Fly Casual!

Shawn Crosby, Deidra Culp, Jon Paulson

Special Thanks:
Matt Hofmann, Joel Webne

The Rebel Legion is a worldwide Star Wars costuming
organization comprised of, and operated by, Star Wars fans.
While it is not sponsored by Lucasﬁlm, Ltd., it is Lucasﬁlm’s
preferred Rebel costuming group. Star Wars, its characters,
costumes, and all associated items are the intellectual
property of Lucasﬁlm. ©2010 Lucasﬁlm Ltd. & ™ All rights
reserved. Used under authorization.

The seldom seen, but often used comm gear in the X-Wing helmets
of Alliance pilots. The entire unit was comprised of earcups, a helmet
mike and that mysterious drop cord that disappeared behind the
ﬂak vest. Two types of helmet mikes were used in the ﬁlming of the
Original Trilogy – the “scoop mike” version of ANH, and the “stick
mike” version of ESB and ROTJ.

I’m coming Master Ed, I’ve
almost got her trained!
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“What’s THAT comlink?”

Crystal “Wolﬁe” Bass Legion Commanding Ofﬁcer
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Bart German, Neil Shivelle, Katherine Star

Speaking of helmets, the one featured in the masthead of this issue
of Comlink belongs to Shawn “Obi-Shawn” Crosby of Sunrider Base,
or more accurately, belonged (past tense) as it was STOLEN from the
RL table at last year’s San Diego Comic-Con. If you have seen
(or end up seeing) this missing helmet, please send word to
obishawn@gmail.com.

MEET
THE
BASE

Georgia Base was one of the first bases created in the
Rebel Legion. A few years later, base members voted to
change the name to a more Star Wars-oriented name,
and Bespin Base was born. Its logo, created by James
Hermle of Ra Kura Base, depicts Cloud City - Bespin’s
most recognizable feature.
"Our membership is spread all over the state, from
the North Georgia mountains to the beaches of St.
Mary's," according to base CO Beth Spires.
Some of the many charity events base
members have participated in all over the
state of Georgia include Toys for Tots
drives, MDA walk-a-thons, and the
ACS Relay for Life.
Other missions include the Atlanta St.
Patrick’s Day parade, the Macon Cherry
Blossom Festival parade, Young Astronaut’s Day,
The Little 5 Points Halloween Parade, Star Wars: in
Concert, and the Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta
Christmas Parade.
And of course Bespin Base is the home base of
Dragon*Con, one of the Rebel Legion's biggest annual
events. For several years Bespin hosted the Rebel
Legion dinner there until it grew so large the entire Legion
had to pitch in. But being local to the convention allows
the base members several benefits other attendees don’t
enjoy, such as being able to save money on travel and
lodging, and being free to explore other interests at the
convention besides Star Wars.
Bespin Base is also home to the Cloud City Temple, part
of the Knights of the Jedi Order detachment.
The current base leaders are:
Commanding Officer - Beth “Phrog” Spires
Executive Officer - Daphne "Funky Buns" Collier
Temple Master - Chris "Jarren Landcaster" Shore
Article and Photo: Beth “Phrog“ Spires

Top: Chris Shore, Dillard Westmoreland, Wade Henry
Middle: Nikki Shore, Cathy Bowden, Karyn Whigham
Bottom: Beth Spires

“DEARLY DEPARTED” FACE
CHARACTER PILOTS OF THE REBEL LEGION
- Jon “HazardThree” Paulson, Sunrider Base
Detachment Commanding Officer, Rebel Legion Starfighter Command
The Rebel Pilot is one of the most versatile costume categories in the Rebel Legion. Not only does it cover
all the “Good Guy” pilots of both Original and Prequel Trilogies (and that’s a whopping 10 different styles &
ships), but it allows for an unprecedented degree for individuality thanks to the possibilities of personalized
helmet designs. But with all these choices, given these personalization options, why is it that some Legion
members gravitate towards Face Character Pilots? Especially when most of those have very little actual
screen time and end up … well, there’s no polite way to say this, but … deader than a Jawa in a Bantha
stampede. Vaped into space dust, impacted on the surface or going out in a blaze of glory – what is it about
them that drives a Rebel Pilot to gear up in a “dead man’s” flightsuit?
Well, to get that answer, it’s best to go straight to the source, or in this case the corpses’ mouths themselves.
So we’ve gone beyond the Pale and asked several of our “Walking Dead” – a smattering of Biggs-es, a
Porkins and a surprise or two – about costuming as an ill-fated character and what drew them to it.

LET’S START WITH THE WINGMAN...
Doug “jedidoug” Cottrell
Aurora 6, Canadian Base
X-wing Pilot Costumer
Who’s the face character that you portray and why is he important to the SW Saga?
I portray Biggs Darklighter who is one of the martyrs of the Rebel Alliance. Before fighting
alongside Luke Skywalker in the Battle of Yavin, Biggs was Luke’s best friend on Tatooine, where (in a deleted scene) he tells Luke about the
Rebel Alliance to defeat the Empire. Little did he know he was to become one of the heroes of the Rebellion.
Why not Luke or Wedge? You know, “The Pilots Who Lived?”
At a convention in 2009, I posed for a group photo with the 501st Legion and Rebel Legion. One of my friends made the observation that I looked
a lot like Biggs. That was all the incentive I needed to redo my bucket’s [paint scheme] and take the final leap from obscurity to face character!
Wedge and Luke are great characters, but Biggs just oozes coolness!
Have you always done this pilot character, or were you once a generic pilot and switched? When I first joined the RL, I had a generic X-wing
pilot costume. I didn’t think that I looked like anyone, so I just came up with a generic helmet design - it had elements from Luke’s helmet, Wedge’s,
etc. It was fine, and I trooped that way for six months, but I have to say that doing a face character is much more satisfying.
What’s been the fan/crowd response to your character portrayal? Pretty good overall - though I still get called Wedge or Luke (as I did with my
generic pilot costume). Often I just smile.
What was the hardest part of the costume to do? The paint job on the helmet - and in particular those checkerboards. Not only are you
attempting to mask and paint on a curved surface (which in itself is a bit tricky), but then you are painting a checkerboard comprised of curved lines
and straight lines. It took a while to get it to my level of satisfaction but I think the end result is good.
What’s your best “Dead Man Walking” trooping story? I had the opportunity to troop Star Wars: in Concert in Toronto as Biggs. It was my first
troop in the Biggs helmet - and I shaved off my goatee for it (keeping just the 1970s moustache). Most of the pictures I had taken of me were with
the other face character pilots (Wedge and Jansen), but one fan approached me and asked if she could get a photo of just me. She then told me
how much she liked my costume and said that Biggs was her favorite character. That was pretty cool.
Are there any other pilot types you’d like to see more of in the Rebel Legion Starfighter Command (RLSC) and the Legion? I would love to
see more pilots from the Battle of Yavin - not just Wedge and Luke, but the whole squadron. It would be cool to do a reunion photo some day.

Shane “Mastershane” Gordon
Corsair 3, Endor Base
X-wing Pilot Costumer
Who’s the face character that you portray and why is he important to the SW Saga?
The character that I portray is Biggs Darklighter - best friend and early mentor to young Luke
Skywalker. After honing their piloting skills together on Tatooine, he later gave Luke direction by advising him to join the Rebellion (in the aforementioned deleted scenes). Then later while flying wingman with Wedge, for Luke, he gave his life for his friend and the Rebellion.
Why not Luke or Wedge? You know, “The Pilots Who Lived?”
I chose to portray Biggs, not because he lived or died, but only because I could “pull it off” - I could make myself look like Biggs easier than I could
Luke. So if I couldn’t be Luke, why not his best friend? It seemed like the next best thing. I was glad that George Lucas restored the deleted scene
with Biggs to the special edition movie, as it showed a greater bond between Biggs and Luke.
Have you always done this pilot character, or were you once a generic pilot and switched? When I joined the Rebel Legion in 2003, I had
put together a poor first attempt at a pilot suit, and at the time all I had was a Don Post helmet, so I was accepted as a generic pilot. I had always
planned to do Biggs in the future, I just didn’t know when it would happen. The approach of Celebration IV ended up spurring work on my second
version pilot suit in hopes that I would have it done in time. But like Biggs, time just wasn’t on my side, and I ran into a few roadblocks along the
way, so it got moved to the backburner. Version Two got finished just in time for Star Wars in Concert last year.
What’s been the fan/crowd response to your character portrayal?
The fan response to my portrayal of Biggs has been good so far, but I have only done a few events in it. I am excited to try it out at a bigger
convention, hopefully it will make an appearance at Celebration V if I am able to go.
What was the hardest part of the costume to do? The hardest part of doing Biggs by far is the paint job on the helmet. First, it was hard finding
good referance for his helmet and then painting it ended up even harder. Masking off the checkerboard pattern was real difficult, especialy making
sure that it was symetrical. The second thing that is hard about being Biggs is the mustache. I don’t mind growing it and wearing it for the costume,
but I think I look silly with a mustache and wouldn’t want to wear it every day.
What’s your best “Dead Man Walking” trooping story? So far the best story of trooping as Biggs is while at Star Wars in Concert - I had a
young man stop me and say “I want to get a picture of me with Biggs! Man, you look just like him.” Later, during intermission, I had another young
fan ask me to autograph his t-shirt. My brother teases me because at the evening concert, within 20 minutes time, I got called “Wedge”’ four times
in a row by four different people.
Are there any other pilot types you’d like to see more of in the Rebel Legion Starfighter Command (RLSC) and the Legion? If I could
pick other pilot types that I would like to see in the Rebel legion, I would have to say that I would like to see more “face character” pilots. I feel like
it makes your character and your costume seem more real to kids and fans. I know not everyone can be a farmboy from Tatooine, but there are
plenty of other pilots that kids would recognize from the movies who had both screen time and cool looking helmets that can be recreated.

Russell “Russ257” Howard
Hawkbat 15 , Echo Base
X-wing Pilot Costumer
Who’s the face character that you portray and why is he important to the SW
Saga? Biggs Darklighter, He was the ultimate wingman, giving his life so Luke
could complete the mission.
Why not Luke or Wedge? You know, “The Pilots Who Lived?”
I ain’t no farmboy and well, … let’s just say Wedge only lived cause he chickened out and took off.
Have you always done this pilot character, or were you once a generic pilot and switched?
I started out as Biggs - “Go Bigg or go home,” I always say.
What’s been the fan/crowd response to your character portrayal?
The ones who are in the know really enjoy it. The casual fans just call me Luke and then I correct them. Oh, and chicks dig the ‘stache!
What was the hardest part of the costume to do?
The Mustache. I wish I could grow a real one, but instead I have to use a fake one. And the checkerboard painting was also a challenge.
What’s your best “Dead Man Walking” trooping story?
My first troop in the costume I had a chance to meet Garrick Hagon, the actor who played Biggs. Getting his seal of approval made my day.
Are there any other pilot types you’d like to see more of in the RLSC and the Legion?
Clone Pilots would be cool and we could always use more Orange.

...AND FROM THE SQUADRON MATE:
Gil “JediXXL” Guemes
Hawkbat 6, Echo Base
X-wing Pilot Costumer
Who’s the face character that you portray and why is he important to the SW Saga?
I do Jek Porkins. Although he’s the first one to die at Yavin and plays a relatively small part in
the film, he plays a much bigger part in the X-wing novels by Michael Stackpole.
Why not Luke or Wedge? You know, “The Pilots Who Lived?” I look the most like Porkins, and thought it would be fun to do. I really can’t pull
off Luke or any of the other pilots as well.
Have you always done this pilot character, or were you once a generic pilot and switched? The main reason I did the character was because
of my daughter and the Porkins figure. She really thought it was an action figure of me when she was younger. How could I NOT do Porkins? John
“Woofer” VanOphem from the Canadian base was doing Wes Janson, so it seemed like a good fit.
What’s been the fan/crowd response to your character portrayal? Overwhelmingly good. I cannot believe that people really know and love the
character! I am almost always recognized and called by name.
What was the hardest part of the costume to do? Back when I originally did it we were working from shaky reference at best. Modding out and
finding the orange flightsuit was the hardest thing. I’m a bit big so my current suit is a custom fit one made by Rachel Orange.
What’s your best “Dead Man Walking” trooping story? Walking around Celebration III, meeting people for the first time and having Garrick
Hagon comment to a friend of mine that I was the spitting image of a young Bill Hootkins, the actor that portrayed Porkins in ANH.
Are there any other pilot types you’d like to see more of in the RLSC and the Legion? More pilots in general! All types and styles! I am happy
to see all the recent work going on with the A-wing and B-wing costumes, especially the elusive helmets, and hope to see more people doing those
costumes in the future.

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT…

Chad “Halyconate” Monroe
Bloodstripe 3, Correllian Base
A-wing Pilot Costumer
Who’s the face character that you portray and why is he important to the SW
Saga? Arvel Crynyd, A-wing pilot and Green Leader at the Battle of Endor. He’s the
one who maneuvered his damaged fighter into the bridge of the Super Star Destroyer Executor, sending it crashing into the second Death Star.
Why not Luke or Wedge? You know, “The Pilots Who Lived?” I’ve always preferred the speed and shape of the A-wing among all the fighters
in the rebel fleet. So when I decided to make a pilot costume, the green one was my first choice.
Have you always done this pilot character, or were you once a generic pilot and switched? I guess I started out generic, but when people
asked “Who are you supposed to be?” I always used Green Leader as an example. It was sort of a logical step to go ahead and make it ‘official’.
What’s been the fan/crowd response to your character portrayal? I’m usually among the last to elicit much response, especially in a mixed
crowd of costumed imperials and heroes. And I usually have to recite the “Increase forward firepower! It’s too late!” dialogue at that point to give
people a clue. Among other pilots, I’m a little more recognizable. Either way, the response is pretty good once I start waving my arms around and
yelling “I’m hiiiit!”
What was the hardest part of the costume to do? The hardest part was, (and still is, really) recreating the parts of the costume we can’t see in
the cockpit scenes. The ROTJ’s briefing and pre-battle scenes don’t provide pilot costume views comparable to ANH at all.
What’s your best “Dead Man Walking” trooping story? For a while there, I carried an action fleet miniature A-wing to provide visual aid for the
“Who are you” crowd. Gave my window-smashing reenactments a little extra impact, I think.
Are there any other pilot types you’d like to see more of in the RLSC and the Legion? In addition to the Y-wing helmet making the rounds
with Star Wars in Concert, there have been some really great pictures of B-wing pilot hardware showing up recently, as well as some nice work on
the A and B helmets. It’s my hope that we can keep making the whole assortment of rebel pilots more accessible to even more costumers.

LAST, BUT NOT LEAST ... THE MAN HIMSELF!
Garrick “Red 3” Hagon
Rebel Legion Honorary Member
The One, True
Biggs Darklighter
When making Star Wars: A New Hope, did you have any clue about how pivotal
your character would be viewed? If not, when did that realization happen?
I knew Biggs was a good role, a brother figure for Luke. Mark [Hamill] and I felt Biggs’ relationship to Luke was important as it gave background
and motivation to Luke.
What impressions (if any) did you have of your very individualized (now iconic) X-wing helmet?
I remember George saying he liked my helmet best. Why? I don’t know. But it did become iconic. And I liked it too. Still do.
Besides living, is there anything you wish your character could have accomplished on screen?
I could have been shown in training, flying through the Eye of the Needle in Beggar’s Canyon. Maybe with Luke as my wingman.
What do you think in general of those costumers who suit up in the orange flight gear? And what about those who portray you in
particular? The Men-and-Women-in-Orange are always a treat - so much nicer than those Imperials. Of course, the guys with black mustaches
are the best bushpilots.
While the X-wing may have sentimental value for you, is there another ship in the Star Wars saga you would have liked to see Biggs fly? I
think Biggs could handle the Millennium Falcon.
How can fans keep up with what you’re doing and your convention schedule? Website, Blog, etc?
There’s actually a couple different ways…
@ http://www.garrickhagon.com/
@ http://www.biggsdarklighter.com/
@ There’s even a Facebook Page- “Biggs Darklighter: The Man, The Myth, The Mustache”:
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=191802754138
I try to keep up-to-date on the biggsdarklighter site, but lately I am also busy with www.thestorycircle.com. My convention schedule at the moment
takes in Harlow, outside London, Southampton and Madrid.
And while I don’t like to think of being listed as a “doomed” pilot, I am looking forward to being “resurrected” for Celebration V. Hope to see you all
there!
All the best, and Good Luck to all the Rebel Legionnaires’ work with their charities.

THERE YOU HAVE IT - the answers to all the burning questions
that you never knew to ask! Thanks to all the pilots who participated,
and especially to Mr. Hagon for taking the time to share with us.
Now there are only two last questions to ask … and these are for you:
1. Are YOU a Dead Pilot Face Character? And…
2. Are you ready to FLY?
If so, be sure to contact the RLSC for a posting
to their newest Honorary Squadron…

Touched by Star Wars
Has this ever happened to you? I dropped in to my favorite
hardware store the other day looking for parts to be used
for a parade sound system so we can have some Star
Wars music to accompany us while marching. It was a
little difﬁcult to explain what I needed so I showed the
attending clerk, a fellow with a rich British accent. named
Ian Armstrong, a couple of pictures on my digital camera.
As soon as I said that it was going for a likeness of R2-D2
from the Star Wars ﬁlms, Ian got an amazed look on his face
and said, “I sat in Luke Skywalker’s seat in the X-Wing!”
He then proceeded to tell me the following story.
“Many years ago when
I lived in England I
worked for a company
that supplied paint
and equipment to the
auto body repair trade.
One day my route took
me to a company that
manufactured exhibition
trailers. I pulled up to the
yard where I was to make
my delivery. I couldn’t
believe what I saw. A fullsize copy of an X-Wing
Ian, friendly local hardware store
ﬁghter sitting in the yard
employee and Star Wars fan!
complete with R2-D2
on top, and a temporary
staircase up to the cockpit. Now, I don’t claim to be a big
fan of Star Wars, but at 50 years old, I still enjoy watching
the movies.

fandom

It was so thrilling to hear this story from a fellow in my own
neighborhood who had been waiting on me while I was
buying supplies for my last two lightsabers and other props
over a couple of years. I never realized that he would be
at all interested in Star Wars, or that he might have had a
personal exposure to its history.
As we talked, he noted
that the actor Kenny
Baker, who acted within
the R2-D2 costume and
was Paploo the Ewok,
actually lived down the
street from Ian. He often
asked him about what
he was up to. Since this
exchange with Ian, I have
suggested to my base
Kenny Baker, the man inside R2-D2,
members that they keep
and Legion Honarary Member.
their ears, as well as their
eyes, open to notice where (and how) they might ﬁnd new
friends who’ve been touched by Star Wars at some point
in their lives. They might be amazed!
- Charles “Folard-Toz” Foltz, Alpha Base

Anyway, I started to unload my van and was looking at
this huge machine. This was not just the cockpit. It was
the whole thing, wings, everything. After I had ﬁnished my
delivery, I told the guys that I had to go look and maybe sit
in it. Notice I didn’t say, “ask”. I was determined to get in.
So here I am walking up the steps. Got to the top, cockpit
was open due to the good weather that day. I get in and
look around. I’m about ten feet off the ground sitting where
Luke Skywalker sat. It was cool!
I sat there for around ﬁve minutes then realized I still had
more to deliver so got up, climbed back down the steps
and headed smiling towards my van. I asked the guys how
long it would be there for... they told me only a few more
days as the trailer was ﬁnished and there was an exhibition
a week later out of town.
I returned to the company with a camera a few days later,
but to my disappointment, the X-Wing was gone. But the
memory has stuck with me over the years.”
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Description ......................... X-wing schematics
Source ............................... Omnibus: X-wing Rogue Squadron Volume 1
Original designer / artist ..... Troy Vigil

Diplomatic
Missions
United Fireﬁghter’s Association
Holiday Party
New York City , New York • November 22nd, 2009

Last Fall, Echo Base took part in the United Fireﬁghter’s
Association Holiday Party at Toys’R’Us in Times Square,
New York City on Sunday, November 22, 2009. This is a
special event exclusive to the widows and children of fallen
ﬁreﬁghters.
Toys’R’Us donates the store for this event, closing it to
the public, while they have a bunch of activities and other
entertainment that all builds to the arrival of Santa Claus.
Our job was to circulate throughout the store and entertain
the kids.
What a HUGE turnout, thanks to Rebel Legion and the
Empire City Garrison support! While this event is always
very special and always a blast, and with this many
costumers this year was even better. Everyone seemed to
have fun and we deﬁnitely helped make the day special. It
was great to have such an awesome variety of characters
and to see so many regular and new faces from all the
groups that attended. Wilfredo Gonzalez made his ﬁrst
troop and did an awesome job, Chris Spain returned after
a long hiatus from trooping, and our two newest Rebel
Legion friends, Gala and Carolyn came out once again.
Oh, and Tim Levan got forced choked again, which has
now became a tradition

Ruby Rinesko, Gala Radinovic, and Kristen Sirota, check out how
the F.D.N.Y gets around town. Sure beats that bucket of
bolts Chewie pilots!

Photos by Kristen “Benae Quee” Sirota,

The “Good Guy” of Gotham City introduces himself to the ladies of
Echo Base. Pictured are Carolyn Mielnik, Gala Radinovic, Batman,
Kristen Sirota, Katharine Star.

This year ended up a little low key as far as the kids’
interest in Star Wars for some reason, at least from what I
saw. While circulating the store it didn’t seem like we were
stopped as much as the last few years, we actually got
way more attention when we stepped outside to cool off.
Finally: Ed’s boots... that’s all I need to say about that.
They have served their purpose and have been retired literally thrown in the garbage on the way out!
- Terry “Navajo Bro” Browning, Echo Base

Echo Base and Empire City Garrison:
Terry Browning, Scott Byrne, Chris Cooper, Ray Eng, John Garzillo, Wilfredo Gonzalez,
Jennifer Haviland, Frank Lamberti, Tim Levan, Carolyn Mielnik, Ed O’Connell, Lou
Platania, Gala Radinovic, Ruby Rinesko, Chris Schied, Kristen Sirota, Chris Spain,
Katharine Star, Nicole Zech. Handlers: Mandy Cooper, Candace Gelfman, Eric Seeman,
and Will Sirota.
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Lecture on the Anthropology and Archeology
of Tatooine and Endor

Diplomatic
Missions

San Francisco, California • November 23rd, 2009
A few members of Rebel Legion’s Endor Base recently
had a very special opportunity to visit Lucasﬁlm’s
Letterman Digital Arts center at the Presidio in California.
As some of you may know, this is the headquarters
for several divisions of LFL including ILM, Lucas Arts,
Lucasﬁlm Animation, and Licensing. Occasionally, LFL
puts together fun events and informative lectures for
their employees, and on this occasion Lucas Arts invited
Archaeologist Matthew Armstrong to give a presentation
about the Anthropology and Archeology of Tatooine
and Endor. The production coordinator was looking for
costumed characters from the 501st Golden Gate Garrison
(GGG) to lend atmosphere to the event.
Luckily for us, the Garrison was lacking some of the key
characters from Tatooine and Endor. In addition to Biker
Scouts and Stormtroppers, Lucas Arts had hoped for
Ewoks, Tusken Raiders, Jawas, and other individuals living
on Tatooine and Endor. With kind permission from the
GGG, Kathy “Kay_Dee” was able to contact Stacy at Lucas
Arts and introduce her to the Rebel Legion and the variety
of costumed characters available in Endor Base. Ironically,
Endor Base did not have any Ewoks to offer; but we did
have a few Tuskens, old “Ben” Kenobi from Tatooine, and
a member with a young son who often troops with us as a
Jawa!
Both Legions were given
a warm welcome by Stacy
at Lucas Arts and the rest
of the staff at Lucasﬁlm.
They really do appreciate
the help we give them,
and all of the charity work we do for throughout the year.
Stacy was able to reserve extra seats in the theater so that
a few non-costumed members could attend the lecture, as
well as friends and family of the costumed volunteers.
The purpose of Mr. Armstrong’s lecture was to expose
employees at LFL to the ﬁelds of archaeology and
anthropology. By using two well know alien races from
the Star Wars universe, (Tusken Raiders and Ewoks) he
introduced some of the fundamental topics and questions
that Archaeologists and Anthropologists ask when studying
ancient civilizations. He was able to take the little that we
do know about Ewok and Tusken cultures, and compare
them to ancient tribes that
resided in California and
Australia. Mr. Armstrong
touched on many aspects
that deﬁne a culture:
What are the forms of
subsistence? How plentiful
10
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is the food and where is it
found? How is it gathered?
What leadership model do
they use? How does the
Ewok culture led by a Chief
and Shaman, differ from a
culture like the Sandpeople
that are lead by a ‘big
man’? How do they interact
with outside/non-native cultures? In one humorous portion
of the lecture Mr. Armstrong described what he liked to
call the “Cuteness Factor.” Essentially, the ability of one
race or civilization to get along with another often has to
do with how appealing they are to one another on a sort
of intangible, personal level. Is someone considered to be
repulsive or cute? The Ewoks were described as being
“obnoxiously cute” so it is no wonder they appealed to the
humans who came to Endor. Despite a somewhat rough
start, the Rebels formed an alliance with cuddly critters.
By contrast, the Tuskens are far from cute – and not
surprisingly, they don’t seem to get along with any of the
outside settlers on Tatooine.
In addition to attending the lecture, we were invited to
eat lunch at the LFL cafeteria. Some of our members
remained in costume and were really a sight to see in the
lunch line.
After lunch we were
treated to a special tour of
the facility that included the
Lucasﬁlm Gift Shop and a
peek inside the licensing
room! Young Cooper, the
son of Don “Trooperdad”
Ganschow, was deﬁnitely
the honorary trooper of the
day in his Jawa costume.
ILM had a special welcome
sign at the reception desk
with his name on it, and
Lucas Licensing presented
him a special Jawa ﬁgure
from Japan.

Continued on page 11

Continued from page 10

You can learn more about Archaeologist Matthew
Armstrong by visiting his blog, where he discusses his
recent trip to LFL and the basis of his presentation:
http://anthroslug.blogspot.com/2009/11/photographic-evidence-of-my-dark-side.html

Our members all had a great time chatting with Mr.
Armstrong, both before and after the lecture, and he told
us at the end of the day that he enjoyed spending time
with the volunteers from the 501st and Rebel Legions. He
seemed to appreciate our ability to remain professional and
respectful, while still having fun and never taking ourselves
too seriously. Stacy from Lucas Arts was an excellent
hostess and said, “Having you all come visit was such a
blast; the ofﬁce was buzzing all day yesterday – there’s
just nothing better than seeing stormtroopers and Jawas,
etc in the dining hall!!!!” Our own “Crazy Old Wizard” Ben
Kenobi (Barry Pike) delighted the Lucasﬁlm employees as
well. Stacy added, “Everyone at LDAC was talking about
this fellow for days after your last visit! (I’m seriously not
exaggerating – he really made an impression)”.
- Kathy “Kay_Dee” Skirmont, Endor Base

Diplomatic
Missions

Edel Quinn Orphanage’s Christmas Party
São Paulo, Brazil • December 19th, 2009
On Saturday, December 19, 2009, Polis Massa Base was
invited to the Christmas Party of Edel Quinn Orphanage
in São Paulo, Brazil. In fact, earlier in the year, one of
the children had asked one of our members to visit them
during the Happy McMeal Mission in March 2009.
As we are the “Good Guys” and keep our promises
(with the approval of the event coordinators), we went to
celebrate Christmas with 26 orphan children.
This was another mission for the São Paulo’s Star Wars
Alliance, which includes members from the Rebel Legion,
501st, Vode An, Blades Saber Team and the São Paulo
Jedi Council. Not all groups were fully represented, but it
was for charity and the most important thing was just
being there; regardless of whichever group someone
belonged to.
When we arrived, we ﬁrst were introduced to the children
and some of the orphanage’s personnel, and began
interaction with the kids – some just babies, some older.
We gave them some drawings and wax chalk (this was
part of our donation to them).
We want to thank Edel Quinn Orphanage for the terriﬁc
opportunity to be part of something so important for these
children, Kleber de Melo Lopes’s mother for cooking the
delicious huge cake we had there, and everybody who
collaborated in some way towards the accomplishment
of this mission.
- Mary “Rysa-Mara” Farah, Polis Massa Base

Thank you to the Rebel Legion and 501st Legion members.
Top Row (L-R): Cooper Ganschow, Garet Jones, David Chin, Marcus
Wessels, Dale Tolosa, Bill Parsons, Bette Standerfer, Barry Pike
Bottom Row (L-R): Stacy Standal, Matthew Armstrong, Kay Metcalfe

Standing (L to R):
Wlademir Dorigon, Almir Descovi, Michel Vega,
Leonardo Lopes, Marlon Moreira
Kneeling:
Mary Farah, Mica Descovi, Vebis Jr. and Luana
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Photos from of Kathy “Kay_Dee” Skirmont.

Photo by Kleber “kmlopes” Lopes.

Within the ranks of the Rebel Legion, this collection of
smugglers, pirates and rouges now have a home, with the
addition of the newest detachment, Docking Bay 94, or
DB94 for short.
Leading the formation of the Detachment was Steve “Steve
Solo” Elliot, now Detachment CO. “I noticed that the Fringe
did not have a Detachment of their own” said Elliot. “Being
that the Fringe is the smallest category of costumes in the
Rebel Legion, I knew it would not be an easy task to start
one. I started an interest thread and surprisingly the interest
came on quick – with 19 RL members responding with in a
24 hour period. Within 2 days we had the required number of
formal members to start a Detachment.”
According to Elliot, the ﬁrst steps for the Detachment was
the creation of their ﬁrst merchandise, a patch, and the
creation of Base-level sub-groups, called Hanger Bays.
The heart of this Detachment is the wide array of Han
Solo costumes, but besides the iconic smuggler they also
welcome other rouges, from Lando and Wookiees, to
Expanded Universe characters like Mara Jade and Talon
Karrde. Any formal costume in the Fringe category is
accepted. Says Elliot: “I would very much like to see some
Wookiees in DB94.”
For more information about Fringe costumes and DB94,
visit their forums on the Rebel Legion web site.
(www.rebellegion.com)

Local conventions are one of the best opportunities for recruiting
new members, and also a great chance to get together and
have fun with other members from around your Base. Be
sure to check in with your base leadership to see if there will
be a presence at the con nearest you, and if so, consider
volunteering for a shift at the table. If there isn’t an established
RL presence at the convention, why not help start that tradition
by setting up the table? Many organizers give us free/discounted
table space or admission in exchange for bringing our costumed
flair to their event. So get in touch with them and see what can
be worked out!
And here’s a few other pointers for making the most from your
convention experience.
• Hand out goodies. Carry business cards or trading cards that
you can hand out when people stop to ask about your costume.
• Bring comfortable shoes. Take breaks to get out of your
costume shoes, and into good, supportive shoes to give your
feet a rest.
• Drink plenty of water! Take a couple bottles of water that can
be reﬁlled, and reﬁll liberally at a drinking fountain.
• Avoid the ‘Con Funk’. It’s not a myth, getting sick at the
end of/or immediately after a convention happens to a LOT of
people. Get plenty of rest and keep a travel-sized bottle of hand
sanitizer in your day bag. USE IT!
• Have an emergency costume repair kit. Keep a small
sewing kit, duct tape, super glue, and safety pins in your tote.
They won’t provide perfect ﬁxes, but they beat having a broken
costume just a couple hours into the start of the convention.
Just remember these tips as you prepare for your convention
and you’ll have an awesome time. Be sure to represent the
Rebel Legion to your fullest extent. You ARE the Legion!

Editors:

Along the fringes of civilized
societies, there lives a group
that leads a life of adventure.
They’ll move your cargo with
no questions – for a price.
They’re loyal to no one –
except themselves and their
ship. They constantly travel
from settlement to cantina
– always looking for that big
score. And sometimes, out of
friendship and, well, falling in
love with a beautiful princess,
they ﬁnd themselves taking
up sides with heroes.

From the
Editors’ Desks

Bart German
Dantooine Base

Neil Shivelle
Terrapin Base

Katharine Star
Echo Base

Staff:

detachment
news

Shawn Crosby
Sunrider Base

Deidra Culp
Nar Shaddaa Base

Jon Paulson
Sunrider Base

Matt Hofmann
Mos Espa Base

Joel Webne
Freedom Base

FATE OF THE JEDI … BACKLASH

Want to know more?
Well, be sure to check out the book yourself – we’re not going to
spoil the plot for you. Who do you think we are, Imperials?
And if you’ve gotten behind on your reading due to dodging
Separatist battle droids or out-flying Imperial blockades, be sure to
search out the previous books in this series:
• Outcast by Aaron Allston – March 24, 2009
• Omen by Christie Golden – June 23, 2009
• Abyss by Troy Denning – August 18, 2009
• Backlash by Aaron Allston – March 9, 2010
But wait, there’s more! Exciting the future is!
These adventures are still to come:
• Allies by Christie Golden – May 2010
• Vortex by Troy Denning – December 2010
• Conviction by Aaron Allston – 2011
• (Title TBD) by Christie Golden – 2011
• (Title TBD) by Troy Denning – 2011

Aaron Allston

The latest work from Rebel Legion Honorary Member Aaron Allston
hit the bookshelves March 9. The fourth book in the “Fate of the
Jedi” series, Backlash, adds yet another chapter to the saga of Han,
Luke, Leia, their children and friends… not to mention the fate of the
Galactic Alliance and the Jedi Order!

